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Differential cross sections for rotationally inelastic scattering
of NO from He and D 2
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State selective differential cross sections for rotationally inelastic scattering of NO (Ji50.5, 1.5,
F1→Jf52.5– 12.5,F1 andJf51.5– 9.5,F2) from He and D2 measured by crossed molecular beam
product imaging are reported. The differential cross sections were extracted from the data images
using a new basis image iterative fitting technique. The images typically exhibit a single broad
rotational rainbow maximum that shifts from the forward to the backward scattering direction with
increasingDJ. The angle of the rainbow maximum was lower at a givenDJ for D2 than for He as
a collision partner. At a collision energy of;500 cm21, primarily the repulsive part of the potential
surface is probed, which can be modeled with a two-dimensional hard ellipse potential. This model
for rotationally inelastic scattering is shown to qualitatively match the experimental differential
cross sections. A more advanced correlated electron pair approximation potential energy surface for
NO1He does not give substantially better agreement with the experiment. The differences between
scattering of He and D2 are partially attributed to their differing structure and partially to a small
difference in collision energy used in the two experiments. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rotationally inelastic scattering of molecules is of fu
damental importance in energy transfer of molecular ga
Integral and differential cross sections for rotationally inel
tic scattering of NO from collisions partners such as He,
NO, and N2 have been extensively studied. Along with the
experimental studies, potential energy surfaces~PES! for
NO–Ar and NO–He have been generated and tested ag
experimental results. The sheer volume of theoretical
experimental work done on NO is attributable to several f
tors. First, NO is experimentally convenient; it is one of t
few radical species that is stable enough to be stored in a
cylinder. Next, the spectroscopy of NO makes it very sen
tive to laser-based detection methods such as resonantl
hanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! or laser-induced
fluorescence~LIF!. Finally, NO is of theoretical interest, par
tially because of the extensive experimental work that
been done, but also because NO is a radical species
nonzero orbital angular momentum in its ground state, wh
gives rise to complex potential interactions.

Some early measurements of collision-induced ene
transfer in NO were carried out in a bulb using laser-ba
resonance techniques. For example, Subdo and Loy use
IR UV double resonance~IRUVDR! technique to measur
integral cross sections for rotationally inelastic and spi
orbit conserving and changing collisions of NO(v52) with
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NO, He, Ar, N2 , CO and SF6.1,2 More recently, Islamet al.
have performed studies of integral state–state cross sec
using IRUVDR for NO(v52) scattering with He, Ar, and
N2 and compared their results with the latest theoreti
predictions.3 Other recent studies have used the IRUVD
technique to look at rotational energy transfer of NO~collid-
ing with He, Ar, and N2) at the exit of a Laval nozzle, a
specially shaped nozzle that produces a flow of gas at a
stant low temperature and pressure over several centimet4

The experimental data were found to be in excellent agr
ment with the latest theoretical calculations.

Measurements of integral cross sections for NO scat
ing have also been performed using a crossed molec
beam technique. The rotational cooling of the molecu
beam expansion produces rotationally cooled NO~typically
.90% in J50.5, in F1 , the lower spin–orbit state, with
equal L doublet populations! and laser-based probe tec
niques can be used to examine specific final states of
~including finalL doublet level, depending on which branc
is used to ionize the NO!. Also, collisions which cause the
NO to change from the ground spin–orbit state to the up
spin–orbit state are routinely investigated. The pioneer
work by Joswig, Andresen, and Schinke used fixed mole
lar beams and LIF detection of NO after colliding with A
Ne, and He.5 Cross sections forF1→F1 scattering have been
measured or predicted to be 5–10 times larger than those
F1→F2 scattering.6,7 These studies have also observed t
the integral cross sections, in general, decrease in magn
with increasingDJ.8 Additionally, several experiments hav
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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2670 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 Westley et al.
observedL doublet propensities in integral cross sections
spin–orbit conserving and changing collisions f
NO1Ar.9,10

Crossed molecular beam techniques combined with
tatable detectors~or a fixed detector and rotatable beam!
provide a method for measuring the differential cross sec
for NO scattering. Using electron impact ionization to det
He scattering from NO, Keilet al. were able to accurately
measure diffraction oscillations of the scattered He and t
model the attractive part of the NO–He potential.11 Thuis
et al. used a hexapole selection technique and molec
beams to examine the angle dependence of scattering by
cific spin–orbit states of aligned NO in the late 1970s.12,13

Gentry and co-workers used crossed, rotatable molec
beams and a laser ionization time-of-flight~TOF! detector to
record integral and differential cross sections for NO scat
ing from Ar, NO, CO, and O2.7,10,14,15 Wodtke and co-
workers made detailed integral cross-section measurem
of rotationally inelastic scattering of vibrationally excite
NO using a crossed beam technique.16 They found that the
integral cross sections could be predicted by considering
vibrationally excited NO to have an extended bond len
corresponding to the equilibrium bond length in the vib
tionally excited state. Meyer used counterpropagating m
lecular beams, a TOF detector, and~211! REMPI through
the E 2S1 state of NO to make measurements of the diff
ential cross sections, integral cross sections, and alignm
of NO scattering from He.17 Meyer found differences in ro
tational rainbow structure for spin multiplet changing vers
conserving collisions which he attributed to differences
the anisotropy for the two processes using a hard elli
model. He also observed oscillations in integral cross s
tions superimposed on an overall decline in cross sec
with DJ well modeled by an energy gap law, and alignme
of the scattered NO that could be explained by a geome
apse model.18–21

NO is an interesting candidate for theoretical study
cause it has a2P ground state. A NO molecule has tw
nearly degenerateL doublet levels that represent, in the lim
of high J, the orientation of thep orbital of an electron with
respect to the rotation vector. The approach of another
cies to the NO, breaks the symmetry of these two orb
orientations. Thus, two potential energy surfaces, theA8 and
A9 surfaces, are needed to adequately describe the inte
tions of NO with another species. The challenge of this pr
lem has made it appealing to theorists. Anab initio, electron
gas model for NO1Ar was constructed by Nielsonet al. in
the late 1970s.22 This surface was used by Meyer~with a
change in the reduced mass of the system to make it ap
priate for NO1He! to model his differential and integra
cross-section measurements.17 A more detailed theory for the
interactions between atoms and molecules in II electro
states was formulated by Alexander in 1984.23 Using this
theoretical framework and a CEPA~correlated electron pai
approximation! ab initio based method, Alexander produce
a PES for NO1Ar.6 A NO1He PES based on this NO1Ar
PES has also been produced by Yang and Alexander
results from the NO1He surface are in good agreement w
the differential and integral cross-section data of Meyer.17,24
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The latest PESs are available for use for the general scien
community through the use of a numerical package ca
HIBRIDON™, which was used in this report to generate d
ferential cross sections for NO1He. No PES for NO1D2 is
known to be presently available.

Imaging techniques, combined with crossed molecu
beams and state selective ionization, provide an effec
tool for measuring angular distributions from rotationally i
elastic scattering. NO scattering from Ar was first imaged
Houston and co-workers, but since then improvements h
been made on the technique.25,26 They observed two rota
tional rainbows for NO1Ar scattering, and no pronounce
difference in differential cross sections for spin multipl
changing versus spin multiplet conserving collisions. T
use of velocity mapping and ion counting for imaging sc
tering reactions has recently been shown to produce rem
able results.27 The measurements reported here are part o
series of rotationally inelastic scattering studies using a n
crossed beam imaging apparatus at Sandia National Lab
tory ~the other systems studied include HCl1Ar and
CO1Ne28,29!.

This work represents an effort to compare different
cross sections of NO scattering with two different spec
having approximately the same mass, He and D2. The state-
selective detection of NO scattering from a light collision
partner requires good angular resolution of slow lab-fra
scattering products. This resolution has only recently b
possible due to the advancements in velocity mapping
product ions.30 The imaging technique for molecular scatte
ing lends itself to easy qualitative interpretation of angu
distributions. However, for accurate quantitative inform
tion, substantial analysis of the images must be perform
This article describes one method for performing this ana
sis, while other, very similar, methods have been descri
in recent work.28,29 The focus of this work was to collect
series of differential cross sections as a function ofDJ for
spin multiplet conserving (F1→F1) and spin multiplet
changing (F1→F2) scattering events. We also wished
compare the effect of having different scattering species
atom versus a diatomic molecule, under very similar exp
mental conditions. Therefore, every effort was taken to m
mize laser-dependent alignment effects. Furthermore,
cause the strength of the imaging apparatus is
measurement of angular distributions, and because inte
cross sections for NO scattering have been measured p
ously, integral cross sections are not reported. Instead,
relative differential cross sections~which can be scaled by
previously reported integral cross-section data! for rotation-
ally inelastic scattering of NO (J50.5, F1)1X→NO(J
52.5212.5F1 or J51.5– 9.5,F2)1X, where X is either He
or D2 , are reported in the following.

II. EXPERIMENT

The spin multiplet conserving scattering experime
were performed in a crossed molecular beam laser ioniza
ion imaging apparatus at the Combustion Research Fac
at Sandia National Laboratory, which was described in de
in an earlier report.28 The spin multiplet changing experi
ments were performed in a very similar apparatus at Cor
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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University.31 In each apparatus, two molecular beams
generated in differentially pumped source chambers, p
through collimating apertures, and intersect in an interac
chamber capable of maintaining a pressure of 731027 Torr
with both molecular beams pulsed at 30 Hz. The product
the scattering reaction are state-selectively ionized in the
teraction region by a focused, pulsed probe laser. At the
tersection region of the main chamber, a set of ion len
mounted perpendicular to the plane of the molecular be
extract and focus30 the ions through a time-of-flight mas
spectrometer~TOFMS! and onto a position sensitive micro
channel plate~MCP!/phosphor detector. The phosphor is im
aged by a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera and the sig
nal is integrated over a succession of shots either on the C
chip or in a computer.

For both sets of experiments, a 2% NO in argon mixtu
was used for the NO molecular beam, while a neat expan
of D2 or He was used for the scattering beam. The back
pressure behind each expansion was typically around 2
The distribution of molecular or atomic velocities in each
the beams could be measured by using the image of e
molecular beam, the known flight time of the ions throu
the TOFMS, and the measured magnification of the ion
tics. For measurement of the velocity distribution of the
scattering beam, a trace amount of NO was added to the
to obtain the velocity distribution image. The velocity profi
of the D2 beam was measured by ionizing the D2 directly
using 211 REMPI with 204–205 nm light through theE,F
state.32 The resulting velocity distributions are well modele
by Gaussian profiles with the following characteristics:vHe

51730 m/s, full width at half maximum~FWHM!-80 m/s
vD2

51834 m/s, FWHM-230 m/s; vAr/NO5574 m/s,
FWHM562 m/s. These velocities are consistent with
isentropic beam expansion through a nozzle at a tempera
of approximately 310 K. In order to extract absolute numb
for the above-mentioned velocity distributions, it is nece
sary to know the magnification factor of the ion optics. T
magnification factor was measured by least-squares fit
the diameters of the Newton spheres for scattering into
ferent final rotational levels of NO.28 The results of this fit-
ting give collision energy for the NO1He system of 491
cm21 ~with a FWHM of 42 cm21! and a collision energy o
545 cm21 ~with a FWHM of 125 cm21! for the NO1D2

system.
The state distributions of the D2 and NO in the molecu-

lar beams were also measured. Due to the large energy s
ing of the rotational levels of D2 and theortho–para selec-
tion rules for J changing collisions in D2 , the rotational
degrees of freedom of D2 in the molecular beam expansio
are not in equilibrium. Therefore, the ratio of specific hea
g, for the molecular beam expansion of D2 is between the
limits of 5/3 ~for no rotational degrees of freedom! and 7/5
~for the two rotational degrees of freedom of a diatom!. Fur-
thermore, the populations of D2 in the beam are not ther
mally distributed, and were directly measured by 211
REMP133 to be 38%, 35%, 22%, and 5% inJ50 – 3, respec-
tively, with the population inJ.3 less than 1%. The rota
tional distribution of NO in the molecular beam can be e
tracted from an ionization spectra of the NO and correspo
Downloaded 12 Mar 2001 to 128.253.219.94. Redistribution subject t
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to a rotational temperature of about 2.5 K. This correspo
to 92% of the NO inJ50.5, 8% of NO inJ51.5, and less
than 1% inJ.1.5.

For the scattering measurements, NO ionization was
fected by lightly focusing the output of frequency doubl
YAG pumped dye laser~Sandia apparatus! or a XeCl exci-
mer pumped dye laser~Cornell apparatus! to obtain approxi-
mately 1 mJ/pulse of 225–227 nm light. The waveleng
range corresponds to 111 REMPI through theA 2S1 state
of NO. P andR transitions were used to ionize the NO sca
tered into higher rotational states of theF1 or F2 spin mul-
tiplets by collisions with the scattering beam. ForF1→F1

scattering, product molecules forJf52.5– 5.5 were detected
by use of theP11 branch,Jf56.5– 9.5 were detected usin
the R21 branch, andJf.9.5 were detected using theR11

1Q21 branch. TheL doublets probed by this choice of tran
sitions for detection is as follows:P11:P(A8) or e;
R21:P(A9) or f; and R111Q21:P(A8) or e.34 For F1→F2

scattering, all of the transitions were probed using theR21

branch, which detectsP(A8) or e L doublets. The choice o
a relatively high power probe laser, 111 ~as opposed to
1118! REMPI, andP andR transitions of NO were made to
minimize the possible preferential ionization of NO due
any correlation of rotational alignment and laser polarizati
Additionally, because the measured product states are pr
rily low J states, we expect the rotational alignment of t
product NO to be small. The data images were observe
be independent of probe laser polarization direction for
above-mentioned conditions. The images were also inse
tive to the particular transition used to ionize the NO forF1 ,
Jf54.5, 7.5, and 10.5, which implies that no differences d
to final L doublet level were observed in the differenti
cross sections within experimental error. Note, however, t
the images presented in the following represent different
nal L doublet levels, depending on whichJf was probed.

The NO product ions were extracted from the interact
region by a set of ion optics which focuses the ions with
given velocity projection in the molecular beam plane to t
same point on the MCP detector, regardless of starting p
tion of the ion. Due to the fact that the scattering sphere
NO scattering from He or D2 is very small, the voltages use
to extract the ions were set as low as possible to maxim
the spatial extent of the scattering signal on the MCP. Set
the repeller voltage to 850 V extended the flight time of t
NO ions so that the NO product ion scattering sphere fo
typical scattering image was 50–60 pixels~5–6 mm! in di-
ameter. The small spread in the lab frame velocity distrib
tion of the scattered NO also meant that the laser bandw
was sufficient to cover the entire Doppler spread of scatte
products with relatively equal laser intensity. The data i
ages, collected by the CCD camera, are the result of subt
ing an image with the scattering beam on from an image w
the scattering beam off. This subtraction procedure is use
correct for the background population of any high J lev
present in the molecular beam expansion.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 1. Ion images forF1→F1 scattering of NO (Ji50.5,1.5) with D2 or He into a final rotational level as labeled above.
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III. RESULTS

A. Image data

The background subtracted ion images forJi;0.5, F1

→Jf52.5– 12.5,F1 are shown in Fig. 1. The images forJi

;0.5, F1→Jf51.5– 9.5,F2 are shown in Fig. 2. Forward
scattering intensity appears in the upper left-hand portion
the scattering sphere, while backward scattering intensity
pears in the lower right-hand section of the scattering sph
In order to orient the reader, a Newton diagram for the s
tem is overlaid on the image for NO (Jf55.5, F1) @Fig.
3~a!#. Qualitative interpretation of the images leads to t
conclusion that there is a single broad peak that moves f
forward to backward scattering with increasingDJ as previ-
ously observed for NO–He and NO–Ar inelast
scattering.10,17,25,26Additionally, we observe that, for a give
J, the position of the rainbow maximum is slightly more
the forward direction for D2 than for He.

B. Image characteristics

There are three major characteristics in the raw ima
that must be understood and modeled if we are to ob
quantitative differential cross sections~DCSs! from the data:
a region of low signal to noise in the net image due to
localized peak in the background intensity, a lab veloc
Downloaded 12 Mar 2001 to 128.253.219.94. Redistribution subject t
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bias in detection efficiency, and a breakdown of the ion o
tics for ions at the edge of the detection region. These ch
acteristics are illustrated by Fig. 3~b!.

The first characteristic is that a region of low signal-t
noise ratio in the forward scattered portion of the images
seen due to background NO in highJ levels present in the
molecular beam expansion. Even though the beam pop
tion of NO in J.1.5 is less than 1%, there is a measura
amount~compared to the intensity of scattered NO! of NO in
the molecular beam inJ52.5– 12.5. The ion signal from this
NO is localized in the image in a region that corresponds
forward scattering. This region of the image thus has a m
smaller signal-to-noise ratio than the rest of the image
cause the net signal is obtained by subtracting two la
numbers. This problem is analogous to the problem t
crossed beam, rotatable detector experiments experienc
the measurement of small angle scattering intensity.

The second characteristic is a velocity-dependent de
tion bias due to the laser-based method of detection. Sca
ing should exhibit cylindrical symmetry about the relativ
velocity vector of the system~unless there is preferentia
molecular alignment before the collision!. However, as can
be seen from Fig. 3, the intensity of scattering toward
zero lab velocity side of the image~upper right-hand portion!
is higher than that on the high lab velocity side~lower left-
hand portion!. Collisions of NO occur for tens of microsec
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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2673J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 Scattering of NO from He and D2
onds~the gas pulses are 100–200ms wide! before the laser
passes through the intersection of the molecular beams.
population of scattered NO with different lab velocities
the laser ionization volume is directly related to the lab v
locity of the NO. NO with small lab velocities or lab veloc
ties parallel to the laser direction leave the laser ionizat
volume at a much slower rate than scattered NO with h
lab velocities or velocities perpendicular to the laser dir
tion. Thus, there is a preferential detection of scattered
with small lab velocities or lab velocities parallel to the las
direction. Therefore, although the scattering is symme
about the relative velocity vector in the center of mass fram
the laser-based detection scheme destroys this cylind
symmetry about the relative velocity vector in the data i
ages.

The final characteristic in the data images is the ion s
nal outside of the Newton sphere that trails off to the up
right-hand side. It was hypothesized that these ions were
to scattered NO ionized outside the effective focusing reg
of the ion optics. This hypothesis was confirmed through
use of a Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment whi
incorporated a finite difference model of the electric fields
the ion optics. Figure 4 shows a simulated image from t
Monte Carlo program and the corresponding data image

FIG. 2. Ion images forF1→F2 scattering of NO (Ji50.5,1.5) with D2 or
He into a final rotational level as labeled above.
Downloaded 12 Mar 2001 to 128.253.219.94. Redistribution subject t
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C. Image simulation

The extraction of an angular distribution from an io
image can be accomplished by various indirect and dir
inversion procedures. Notably, for photodissociation exp
ments and a few crossed beam experiments, an inverse

FIG. 3. ~a! Typical image, with beam and center of mass velocities sup
imposed.~b! The characteristics labeled in the image are labeled 1–3:~1!
low signal/noise region due to molecular beam background,~2! intensity
skew across cylindrical symmetry axis due to velocity detection bias,
~3! nonvelocity mapped ions from edges of detection region.

FIG. 4. ~a! Monte Carlo simulation ofJf55.5, isotropic distribution, show-
ing nonvelocity mapped ions trailing off toward top of image.~b! Data,Jf

55.5, He.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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2674 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 Westley et al.
transform has been used to extract an angular distribut
However, primarily due to the nonuniform blurring of th
scattering intensity across its axis of symmetry, the use of
Abel transform to extract the differential cross sections fr
the images in this experiment is not appropriate. A rigoro
analytical inversion for a crossed beam scattering appar
is quite difficult and has not, to the authors’ knowledge, be
developed. Instead, iterative forward simulation is typica
used to extract the differential cross section.

The forward simulation process requires the evaluat
of at least a nine-dimensional integral to convert the o
dimensional differential cross section into a two-dimensio
simulated image. Assuming~1! that there is no angular di
vergence in the molecular beams,~2! that the velocity map-
ping is ideal, and~3! that there is no preferential ionizatio
of NO based on alignment relative to the ionization la
polarization, it is necessary to evaluate the following in
gral:

I ~xI !5 E E
molec beam

dv1 dv2E
scat vol

dxs

3E dvpE
ts

tL
dt NMB~v1 ,v2 ,xp ,t !I L~xp!

3g
]s

]V
f t~vp ,xp ,xim!, ~1!

where xp5xs1(vp1vc.m.)(t2ts), where xI is the two-
dimensional~2D! pixel position,v1 , v2 are the speeds of th
radical ~NO! and scattering beam,xs is the position in the
interaction region at which the NO scatters,vp is the velocity
of the product NO in the c.m. frame,t is time, ts is the time
that the scattering occurs, andtL is the time when the lase
fires. The velocity of the product NO in the lab frame
given byvp1vc.m.. The quantities in the integrand are:NMB

the intensity dependence of the two molecular beams,I L , the
intensity dependence of the laser,]s/]V, the differential
cross section, andf t , a function that relates the position of
detected ion in the image plane to its position and veloc
after being ionized. For ideal velocity mapping,f t can be
written:

f t~v,x,xim!>d~v i2Mxim! f Jac~v:$vi5Mxim%!, ~2!

where vi5v2~v"ndet!ndet,

whereM is the magnification factor of ion lenses in m/s/mm
ndet is a unit normal vector perpendicular to the image pla
and f Jac is the Jacobian for the overlap of the thre
dimensional scattering sphere onto the 2D detector. Initia
images were simulated using a Monte Carlo technique w
manually iterating the input differential cross section un
the appearance of the data and simulated images matc
However, utilizing some of the constraints of the system i
possible to construct a much faster image simulation a
rithm that reproduces the main features of the appar
function using numerical integration.35

The development of the numerical integration meth
depends on a few additional assumptions and a subseq
Downloaded 12 Mar 2001 to 128.253.219.94. Redistribution subject t
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re-writing of the integral given by Eq.~1!. The first assump-
tion is that the molecular beam intensity function can
written as

NMB~v1 ,v2 ,xp ,t !5I MB,vel~v1 ,v2!I MB, t~ t !IMB,pos~xp!,
~3!

whereI MB,vel is the velocity dependence of the beam inte
sity, I MB,time is the time dependence of the beam intens
and I MB,pos is the spatial dependence of the beam intens
The time and velocity dependencies of the beams are
sumed to be Gaussian. Furthermore, the beam spatial de
dence is assumed to be constant within a cone determine
the molecular beam apertures. These assumptions a
I MB,vel to be extracted from the integral overv1 andv2 . The
assumption thatf t can be written as a product of a del
function andf Jaccombined with the energy constraints of th
experiment for a givenv1 and v2 ~they are fixed becaus
they are in the outer integral, which fixes the collision e
ergy,Ecoll , andDE is fixed byDJ) allows the determination
of the projection ofvp onto the detector plane. This fixes th
full vector vp to one of two vectors: one with a positiv
component along the TOF axis~perpendicular to the detecto
plane! and one with a negative component along the T
axis. Thus, for a given pixel~the integral is written as a
function ofxI), the integral overvp can be replaced by a sum
over these two possible vectors. The final assumption is
only NO present in the laser ionization volume when t
laser fires need to be accounted for by the numerical inte
tion, and that the sum overvp can be removed from the
integral over the scattering volume. This reduces the inte
over the entire scattering volume to an integration over
laser ionization volume and an integration backwards in ti
to compute the amount of NO scattered withvp into the laser
ionization volume at the time when the laser fires. Furth
more, because the spatial density of the molecular beam
assumed to be constant within their defining cones,
backward integral in time can be performed analytical
given that the time dependence of the molecular beam
assumed to be Gaussian. The limits of integration (t1 ,t2) for
the time integral can be found from the geometric overlap
the NO trajectory with the molecular beam cylinders. W
these assumptions and simplifications, Eq.~1! can be ex-
pressed as

I ~x1!5 E E
molec beam

dv1 dv2 NMB,vel~v1 ,v2!

3g(
1

2
]s

]V
f Jac~vp,i !E

laser vol
dxL I L~xL!E

t1

t2
dt

3NMB,time,~ t ! ~4!

where vp,i ( i 51,2) are the two possible velocities of th
product NO given a projection in the detector plane, and
remainder of the quantities in this expression are as defi
previously. Using this algorithm for image simulation allow
the computation of a simulated image orders of magnitu
faster than the Monte Carlo method.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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D. Extraction of the differential cross section

Rather than running the image simulation program
each trial differential cross section in an iterative ima
simulation process, it is possible to generate a set of no
thogonal basis images from which a simulated image can
constructed. The differential cross section is input into
simulation program as an array of points~the DCS array!,
which represent the differential cross section at discrete
ues ofu. Simulated images are a linear superposition of a
of basis images that correspond to a unit value input for e
discreteu value~and zero for all otheru values! in the DCS
array. Figure 5 shows an example of the angular distribu
and appearance of a basis image. By weighting these b
images with the trial DCS values and summing them, sim
lated images for the same set of experimental parameter
different trial DCS arrays can be generated almost insta
neously. This makes the process of iterative simulation q
fast. It is also possible to linearize the differential cros
section extraction process by evaluating the overlap of
basis images with the data images. This results in a syste
linear equations that can be solved using matrix invers
algorithms. However, because the image inversion proce
not unique~rapid oscillations added to a trial DCS array d
not change a simulated image due to the various blur
effects! this linearization and inversion process are difficu

FIG. 5. ~a! Basis image for an angular spike at 85°.~b! Input angular
distribution for basis image.
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Also, for this technique to work well, the simulated and da
images must have their relative pixel sizes and positions
tremely well matched. An iterative extraction technique
effective at producing a simulated image that is a clo
match to the data image.

The process of iteratively varying the trial DCS array
produce a simulated image that matches that data image
been described in detail in a previous article.28 The process
extracts a trial DCS array from the image from an annu
integral of the outer edge of the scattering sphere, wh
strongly corresponds to the angular dependence of the di
ential cross section, but is skewed and blurred by the ap
ratus function. Figure 6 shows a typical annular integral u
for the iterative fitting procedure. A simulated image with
isotropic differential cross section is generated, and the
nular integral of this image is used as a first-order correct
to the annular angular function from the data image. T
first-order corrected DCS array is then used to produc
simulated image, which is used to produce a higher or
correction to the trial DCS array. This process is repea
until the data and simulated images~their annular integrals!
converge. The simulated images for several scattering m
surements are shown in Fig. 6. In order to modify expe
mental parameters~such as the position of the laser ioniz
tion volume relative to the molecular beam intersecti
point!, it is necessary to run the image simulation program
generate a new set of basis images. Independent mea
ments of all the experimental parameters, including laser
sition and laser ionization volume, were performed. The
erative fitting procedure gives an internal check on th
parameters, because it has been found to not converge w
there is a significant error in values of the experimental
rameters. For example, the relative skewing of ion intens
aboutvrel is not correctly modeled unless the left/right pos
tion of the laser is correct. Due to the sensitive nature of
goodness of fit on experimental parameters, the differen

FIG. 6. Two examples of data and simulation fits. The dashed lines indi
the annular regions used to compare the two images for fitting.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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cross sections extracted using the above-given method
assumed to be accurate.

Plots of the extracted DCS arrays for the inelastic sc
tering of NO with He and D2 from Ji50.5, F1 to Jf

52.5– 12.5,F1 are contained in Fig. 7. The top panel co
tains extracted DCSs for collisions of NO with He at a me
collision energy of 491 cm21. The middle panel displays
selected DCSs extracted from NO/D2 images with a mean
collision energy of 545 cm21. The bottom panel shows
direct comparison of He and D2 scattering for selected prod
uct rotational states. The NO scattering from D2 is seen to be
generally more forward peaked, with a narrower distributi
than the He scattered NO.

An error analysis of the images implies that the larg
errors, approximately 15%, are associated with the forw
scattered region. This is due to the interference of the NO
the molecular beam creating a ‘‘beam spot’’ on the imag
near the zero, or forward, deflection angle. The error lim
for angles greater than 40° are generally believed to be
than 5%. The estimated error represents the propagatio
counting error~the number of ions for a given intensity wa
estimated from the raw data images! of the subtracted image
data through the iterative simulation process discussed
viously. Errors in the simulation parameters were assume
be minimal and were not treated in the error analysis.

Plots of the extracted DCS arrays for the inelastic sc
tering of NO with He and D2 from Ji50.5, F1 to Jf

FIG. 7. Extracted differential cross sections forF1→F1 scattering. Open
symbols are for He, while closed symbols are for D2 . In the top two panels,
squares are forJf52.5, circles forJf55.5, triangles forJf57.5, diamonds
for Jf59.5, and inverted triangles forJf511.5. In the bottom panel, square
are forJf53.5, triangles forJf56.5, and diamonds forJf58.5.
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51.5– 9.5,F2 are shown in Fig. 8. The top panel displays t
extracted DCSs for NO scattering with He. The middle pa
shows the DCSs for NO/D2 scattering and the bottom pan
shows a direct comparison of He and D2 scattering for sev-
eral selected rotational product states. Note that in cont
with the spin–orbit conserving collisions, Fig. 7, there
seemingly little difference in the positions of the rainbo
maxima between He and D2 scattering for a givenJf for the
spin–orbit changing collisions. It is also seen that the po
tions of the rainbow peak are, to first order, independen
the spin–orbit state for a givenJf .

In general, the differential cross sections exhibit a bro
rainbow maximum that monotonically shifts from the fo
ward to backward scattering direction with increasingDJ.
This is consistent with scattering systems where the re
sive surface of the potential controls the scattering beha
and can be well modeled by purely repulsive potentials.
use one such potential, a 2D hard ellipse potential, to mo
the differential cross section as will be discussed in detai
the following.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have obtained differential cross sections for most
the available product rotational states for NO scattering fr
He and D2, measured for both spin–orbit conserving a

FIG. 8. Extracted differential cross sections forF1→F2 scattering. Open
symbols are for He, while closed symbols are for D2 . In the top two panels,
squares are forJf51.5, circles forJf53.5, triangles forJf54.5, diamonds
for Jf56.5, and inverted triangles forJf59.5. In the bottom panel, circles
are forJf52.5, diamonds forJf56.5, and inverted triangles forJf59.5.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 9. Comparison of spin–orbit conserving differen
tial cross sections between data, Yang–Alexander P
and ellipse models for twoJf levels. The model data
have been used to simulate an image, then processe
the same way as the data to produce the model plots
the top panel, the solid squares are experimental res
for He andJ53.5, the solid line is the Yang–Alexande
PES prediction, the open circles are a simulation ba
on the prediction of the Yang–Alexander surface, t
dashed line is the prediction of a hard ellipse mod
and the3symbols are the simulation based on the pr
diction of the hard ellipse model. In the bottom pane
the symbols have the same meaning as in the top pa
except that the data are for He andJ57.5.
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-
hat
spin–orbit changing collisions. The general behavior of
two systems is strikingly similar, indicating that the intera
tion potentials are also similar since the reduced masse
these two systems are identical. The more forward peak
of the D2 system correlates with the higher collision ener
for this system, however as we will show in the following,
portion of this effect may be attributed to a higher anisotro
in the repulsive wall of the NO/D2 potential relative to that
of the NO/He potential.

In order to interpret the data, two models have be
used. The CEPA PES for NO1He of Yang and Alexande
has been used to generate theoretical differential cross
tions, which are then compared to experiment.24 This PES is
found to accurately reproduce the major features of the
perimental data for NO1He with deviations in the position
of rainbow maxima. Due to the small differences betwe
the differential cross sections for He and D2, the NO1He
PES also does a reasonable job predicting the angular d
butions for scattering of NO1D2, suggesting that this PES
could be used to estimate NO1D2 scattering measurement
Additionally, due to the seemingly simple behavior of t
differential cross section as a function ofDJ and scattering
species, a two-dimensional hard ellipse model was use
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predict the scattering behavior forF1→F1 scattering. In gen-
eral, by adjusting the anisotropy of the ellipse, the predic
rainbow maxima positions could be made to agree with
rainbow maxima from the data.

The most recent theoretical PES for NO1He scattering
by Yang and Alexander has been used to produce theore
differential cross sections using the numerical package
titled HIBRIDON. HIBRIDON is a package of programs for th
time-independent quantum treatment of inelastic collisio
and photodissociation written by Alexanderet al.36,37 The
NO was assumed to have an initial population of 0.92 inJ
50.5, F1 and 0.08 inJ51.5, F1 with an equal distribution
betweenL doublet states. TheL doublet state of the scat
tered NO was fixed by the transition used to ionize the N
~see Sec. II!. NO1He collisions were simulated at collisio
energies of 491 and 545 cm21. A comparison of the experi-
mental differential cross sections with calculated cross s
tions from the Yang and Alexander~YA ! PES and a hard
ellipse model~details are provided in the following! for se-
lected spin–orbit conserving collisions is presented in Fig
The experimentally extracted NO/He DCSs forJf53.5 ~top
panel! andJf57.5 ~lower panel! are compared to the calcu
lated YA DCSs and to DCSs extracted from images t
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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2678 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 Westley et al.
have been simulated using the calculated YA DCSs as
input cross sections. This simulation/extraction method
used in order to account for any distorting factors due to
extraction technique itself. The simulation/extraction DC
are shown as open circles in Fig. 9. Note that the input
PES DCS~solid line! and extracted DCS~open circles! are
very similar, a fact which highlights the goodness of o
extraction technique. While the general shape of the D
calculated from the YA PES is similar to the experimen
DCS ~solid squares!, the calculated distributions are pos
tioned significantly toward higher deflection angles. This d
crepancy could be accounted for by insufficient anisotropy
the repulsive wall of the YA PES. With insufficient aniso
ropy, collisions lack the necessary torque to promote ro
tional excitation. Therefore, a more nearly head-on collisi
generating a larger deflection angle, is necessary to prod
the needed change in angular momentum. The hard ell
DCSs shown in the dashed lines of Fig. 9 will be discus
in the following.

Figure 10 shows experimental and calculated DCSs
two product states for spin–orbit changing collisions of t
NO/He system. The theoretical DCSs have been extra
from simulated images using input DCSs obtained from c
culations using the YA PES. Consistent with the spin–or

FIG. 10. Comparison of spin–orbit changing differential cross sections
tween data and Yang–Alexander PES for twoJf levels. In the top panel, the
open circles are for He andJ53.5, whereas the solid line is the prediction
the Yang–Alexander PES. In the bottom panel, the open diamonds ar
He and J56.5, whereas the solid line is the prediction of the Yan
Alexander PES.
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conserving collisions shown in Fig. 9, the bottom pan
shows that forJf56.5F2 , the theoretical DCS is peake
toward a higher scattering angle than the experimental D
For Jf53.5F2 ~top panel! both the experimental DCS an
that obtained from the YA PES peak atu50 ~forward scat-
tering!. However, the width of the scattering distribution
markedly broader in the experimental DCS. It is difficult
attribute this difference to a specific part of the YA PES.

The two-dimensional hard ellipse model has been sho
to accurately reproduce maxima in rotationally inelastic sc
tering angular distributions, known as rotation
rainbows.38–40 The basic premise of the model is that th
potential energy surface for the interaction can be repla
by a two-dimensional potential surface that has an infinit
high potential step on an elliptical contour. The shape of
ellipse can be estimated from the classical turning points
other potential surfaces. The rainbow maxima, for a giv
amount of rotational energy transfer, arise from the fun
tional form of the deflection angle versus impact parame
and ellipse orientation angle for the collision. For a hom
nuclear, 2D ellipse model, withe5m/I!1, the rainbow
maxima can be approximated as

sin
1

2
uR5

D j

2~A2B!
, ~5!

whereuR is the rainbow angle,D j 5 j /p0 , j is the final an-
gular momentum of the rotor,p0 is the initial linear momen-
tum, andA andB are the major and minor axes of the ellips
For the systems studied here,e50.35 Å22, so the results of
this formula will probably be somewhat inaccurate. Furth
more, for a heteronuclear molecule, the center of mass of
ellipse is shifted from the geometric center of the ellipse
an amountd. This shift gives rise to two rotational rainbow
for scattering from each end of the ellipse. For NO,d is
small, on the order of 0.05–0.10 Å, so NO can be conside
almost a homonuclear molecule, and thus not much a
tional error is caused by use of the above-mentioned
mula.

To simulate more rigorously the hard ellipse model f
the case of NO1He/D2 , F1→F1 , it is possible to simulate
the differential cross sections for the scattering process u
the formula for scattering angle as a function of effecti
impact parameter,D j ande from Bosanac and Buck:39

sinu5
D j

2bn
2 F4bn

22~D j !2~11ebn
2!2

12e~D j !2 G1/2

, ~6!

where bn is the effective impact parameter which can
calculated from the appropriate geometric equations fo
range of impact parameters and ellipse orientations. By in
grating over impact parameter and ellipse orientation, a
storing the results as a function ofD j and scattering angle,u,
model hard ellipse DCS and corresponding rainbow maxim
uR , can be generated for different rotational product sta
For heteronuclear molecules the center of mass is displa
from the geometrical center of the ellipse, giving rise to tw
unique rainbow maxima. Due to the near homonuclear ch
acter of NO and the experimental resolution limits, it is n
possible to resolve these two rainbow maxima—even in

e-
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model calculation. Figure 9 shows 2D hard ellipse DCSs
NO/He scattering forJf53.5 and 7.5~dashed lines!. Note
that the DCSs rise from zero in the classically forbidd
region to a maximum at the classical rainbow, and then
off toward higher scattering angles. The position of t
maximum is determined solely by the collision energy a
the relative sizes of the semimajor and semiminor ellip
axesA andB, respectively. Also included are extractions
the DCSs from simulated images using these hard ell
DCSs as inputs~line connecting3symbols!. The extracted
DCSs are broadened due to the limited resolution in the
periment, due primarily to the velocity spread in the molec
lar beams. This effect is especially pronounced in the f
ward scattering region, and is compounded by the additio
a background ‘‘beam spot.’’

By adjustment of the ellipse parameters, especially
anisotropy (A–B), the rainbow maxima positions of the ex
tracted DCSs for the rotational states for each of the NO1He
and NO1D2 collision systems can be fit to a relative
simple hard ellipse model. Figure 11 shows a compariso
rainbow maxima,uR , extracted from calculated DCSs usin
the YA PES, and those taken from the experimentally
tracted DCSs, as well as a fit to the experimental rainb
positions. Data forJ59.5– 10.5 have not been included
the fit because~1! the data do not conclusively show wheth
there is a peak in the angular distribution or whether the d
are simply backscattered, and~2! there is an intrinsic uncer
tainty in the extraction procedure that makes the nearly ba
scattered peak positions very sensitive to the assumed
tion of the laser beam. Note that the rainbow maximu
angles calculated usingHIBRIDON and the YA PES are con
sistently higher than the measured rainbow maxima. Thi
true for both the He~triangles! and the D2 ~crosses! scatter-
ing. For NO1He (F1→F1), the results of fitting the ob-
served rainbow maxima positions to a 2D hard ellipse mo
~solid line fit to closed circles! give results of (A–B)
50.62 Å andd50.04 Å ~usingA'2.7– 3.1 Å). It is not pos-
sible to fit a value ofd with much certainty due to the lack o
resolution of the two rotational rainbow peaks. The resu
for NO1D2 (F1→F1) are similar~dashed line fit to open
squares!, but with noticeably higher anisotropy: (A–B)
50.76 Å andd50.14 Å ~usingA'2.7– 3.1 Å). These mode
ellipse anisotropies can be compared to estimates of the
isotropy in the repulsive wall of the CEPA PES of Yang a
Alexander. The YA PES contours near 500 cm21 ~compa-
rable to the collision energy of our experiment! give values
for A andB of ;2.8 and;2.4 Å, respectively. This results in
a value of (A–B)50.4 Å, which is considerably less tha
the anisotropy given by the 2D hard ellipse models extrac
from either the NO/He or NO/D2 data presented in thi
study. A lower repulsive anisotropy will result in scatterin
distributions that are positioned at higher deflection ang
This trend is shown in Fig. 11. Note that the rainbow po
tions, derived from the YA DCSs, are positioned to high
deflection angles relative to the 2D hard ellipse rainbows
all J values. In addition, the value of the YA theoreticaluR

rises more rapidly withJf than either of the hard ellips
models, to the point that there may not be sufficient anis
ropy for reaching the collisional energetic limit. This obse
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vation is born out by CS calculations of integral cross s
tions, which show that at a collision energy of 508 cm21 the
best value ofJmax is about 11.5, corresponding to a rotation
energy of 240 cm21.24

As a final comparison between the theoretical pred
tions for the differential cross section and the DCSs extrac
from the experimental data, it is possible to use the theo
ical differential cross sections to produce simulated ima
to compare directly with the raw data images. The results
these comparisons illustrate the limitations in measuring
differential cross section for the most forward scattered pr
ucts due to the interference with the beam spot. Furtherm
while the hard ellipse calculations are successful in fitting
rainbow maxima of the data reasonably well, the PES
Yang and Alexander naturally predicts more accurately
broadness of the rainbow peaks, because quantum mech
eliminates the singularities encountered in classical sca
ing differential cross sections. We therefore conclude tha
fully quantum mechanical calculation using a repulsive s
face with an anisotropy similar to that which we find usin
the hard ellipse fit should be in excellent agreement with
differential cross sections presented here.

V. SUMMARY

Differential cross sections for rotationally inelastic sca
tering of NO with He and D2 at ;500 cm21 collision energy

FIG. 11. Plot of rainbow maxima vsJf for data, the Yang–Alexander PES
and the hard ellipse models. Closed circles are data for D2 /NO; open
squares are data for He/NO; solid and dashed lines are fits to a hard-e
model for the D2 and He data, respectively~see the text!; triangles and
crosses areHIBRIDON predictions for He/NO at collision energies of 491 an
545 cm21, respectively.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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have been measured using crossed molecular beam ion
aging and extracted using a new forward simulation ba
image technique. The positions of the rainbow peaks
tained from the extracted differential cross sections forJf

,9.5 are found to be well fit by a hard ellipse model. Th
model underestimates the broadness of the rainbow pe
The differential cross sections obtained using the Yang
Alexander PES are typically more backward scattered t
the data, indicating that the anisotropy of the repulsive w
of their potential may be too low. The data forJf.9.5 show
a larger change in the rainbow scattering angle than is
dicted by extrapolation of the low-J hard ellipse model. The
high-Jf peak positions are in closer agreement with the
sitions calculated by Yang and Alexander.

For spin–orbit conserving collisions, the NO scatter
from D2 is seen to be more forward scattered than the
scattered from He. The differences in the differential cro
sections between NO1He and NO1D2 are small and are
partially, but not totally, attributable to the higher collisio
energy of the NO1D2 system. Only small differences ar
observed between the rainbow positions of the spin–o
changing and spin–orbit conserving collisions.
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